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Let’s have a textual syntax for FSML: 
the finite state machine (FSM) language

• States (nodes): locked, unlocked, exception 
• Events: ticket, pass, release, mute 
• Actions: collect, eject, alarm 
• Transitions (edges)

exception

ticket/eject

pass

mute

lockedrelease
pass/alarm

unlockedticket/collect
pass

ticket/eject

An FSM for a turnstile in a metro system
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Textual syntax for FSML

10 2 Story of a language

1. Pick one or more sample DSL ‘programs’ and represent them in the host
language. Strive for fluency by assuming API patterns like those discussed
above, e.g., method chaining.

2. Extract the fluent API from the samples.
3. Implement the fluent API.
4. Implement an interpreter for the DSL.

a. Identify interpretation arguments in addition to the DSL ‘program’. In
the FSM example, the interpreter also takes a sequence of events.

b. Identify the type of interpretation results. In the FSML example, the
result is a sequence of actions. Additionally, the interpreter could also
expose intermediate states encountered along the transitions.

c. Define the interpreter by case discrimination on the syntactic con-
structs. The interpretation of compound constructs (e.g., expressions—
none are present in FSML) commences recursively.

5. Set up test cases for the interpreter that demonstrate regular completion
and possibly irregular completion or nontermination.

n

2.4 Textual syntax

The Java developers at Acme were happy with the internal DSL implementa-
tion, as it helped them to experiment with FSMs in a familiar programming
language. However, the Java-based notation turned out to cause a communi-
cation barrier between developers and other Acme employees as well as clients
who could or would not want to discuss matters in terms of Java syntax.

An Acme developer with competence in language implementation therefore
proposed a concise and machine-checkable domain-specific textual syntax for
FSMs that could be used by everyone involved.

Illustration 2.11 (A turnstile FSM in textual syntax).
FSML resource languages/FSML/sample.fsml

initial state locked {
ticket/collect ≠> unlocked;
pass/alarm ≠> exception;

}
state unlocked {

ticket/eject;
pass ≠> locked;

}
state exception {

ticket/eject;
pass;

2.4 Textual syntax 11

mute;
release ≠> locked;

}
n

The textual notation has two levels. States are declared at the top. Per
state, all the transitions, with that state as source state, are declared. The
target state of a transition appears right to the ≠> arrow. If the arrow is
missing, this is taken to mean that source state equals target state.

2.4.1 Grammar-based syntax definition

The Acme developer with competence in software language engineering sug-
gests a grammar-based syntax definition as follows.
fsm : state� EOF ;
state : �initial�? �state� stateid �{� transition� �}� ;
transition : event (�/� action)? (�≠>� target=stateid)? �;� ;
stateid : NAME ;
event : NAME ;
action : NAME ;
NAME : (�a�..�z�|�A�..�Z�)+ ;

Some variation of the EBNF [ISO96] notation for context-free gram-
mars [HMU13] is used here. The grammar rules define the syntactic cate-
gories: state machines (fsm), state declarations (state), transitions (transition),
and more basic categories for state ids, events, and actions. Each rule consists
of the name of the category being defined (on the left), a separator (‘:’), and
the actual definition (on the right) in terms of other grammar symbols. For
instance, the rule defining fsm models that an FSM consists of a sequence
of state declarations followed by the EOF (end-of-file) character. The rule
defining state models that a state declaration starts with the optional key-
word ‘initial’, followed by the keyword ‘state’, followed by a state id, followed
by a sequence of transitions enclosed into braces.

Recipe 2.2 (Authoring a grammar for a language).

1. Identify the syntactic categories of the language such as state declarations
and transitions for the FSML example. Assign names to these categories.
These names are also referred to as nonterminals.

2. Identify the alternatives for each category. FSML is so simple that there
is only a single alternative per category, but think of di�erent expression
forms in a language with arithmetic and comparison expressions.

3. Describe the structure of each alternative in terms of terminals (keywords
and special characters), sequential composition (juxtaposition), repetition
(‘*’ or ‘+’), and optionality (‘?’).

N.B.: DSL design  
(concrete or abstract syntax design) 

commences in a sample-driven manner. 
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•  External DSL: 

 Designated parser, checker, interpreter, compiler 

•  Internal DSL: 

 Implementation as library using host language features

DSL implementation in different ‘styles’

N.B.: This is a gross oversimplification.  
There are options or hybrids using extensible languages, extensible 
compilers, metaprogramming systems, and language workbenches.

Our focus for now!
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f9/Stop.png

Dependencies: 
• Internal DSL style
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External DSL style 

with ANTLR and Java

We are going to do here …

N.B.: We are committing to a particular parser generator (ANTLR). 
We could also be using hand-written parsers, parser combinators, 
and model-to-text technologies. ANTLR, by itself, also serves other 

‘target’ languages, e.g., Python.
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Grammar-based concrete syntax definition

N.B.: This is essentially Extended Backus Naur Form. 
‘?’ for options, ‘*’/‘+’ for lists, etc. 

Well, we use the specific grammar notation of ANTLR.

2.4 Textual syntax 11

mute;
release ≠> locked;

}
n

The textual notation has two levels. States are declared at the top. Per
state, all the transitions, with that state as source state, are declared. The
target state of a transition appears right to the ≠> arrow. If the arrow is
missing, this is taken to mean that source state equals target state.

2.4.1 Grammar-based syntax definition

The Acme developer with competence in software language engineering sug-
gests a grammar-based syntax definition as follows.
fsm : state+ EOF ;
state : �initial�? �state� stateid �{� transition� �}� ;
transition : event (�/� action)? (�≠>� target=stateid)? �;� ;
stateid : NAME ;
event : NAME ;
action : NAME ;
NAME : (�a�..�z�|�A�..�Z�)+ ;

Some variation of the EBNF [ISO96] notation for context-free gram-
mars [HMU13] is used here. The grammar rules define the syntactic cate-
gories: state machines (fsm), state declarations (state), transitions (transition),
and more basic categories for state ids, events, and actions. Each rule consists
of the name of the category being defined (on the left), a separator (‘:’), and
the actual definition (on the right) in terms of other grammar symbols. For
instance, the rule defining fsm models that an FSM consists of a sequence
of state declarations followed by the EOF (end-of-file) character. The rule
defining state models that a state declaration starts with the optional key-
word ‘initial’, followed by the keyword ‘state’, followed by a state id, followed
by a sequence of transitions enclosed into braces.

Recipe 2.2 (Authoring a grammar for a language).

1. Identify the syntactic categories of the language such as state declarations
and transitions for the FSML example. Assign names to these categories.
These names are also referred to as nonterminals.

2. Identify the alternatives for each category. FSML is so simple that there
is only a single alternative per category, but think of di�erent expression
forms in a language with arithmetic and comparison expressions.

3. Describe the structure of each alternative in terms of terminals (keywords
and special characters), sequential composition (juxtaposition), repetition
(‘*’ or ‘+’), and optionality (‘?’).

N.B.: Action and target 
state are optional.
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ANTLR+Java-based syntax checker

N.B.: A grammar is almost an effective definition of a syntax 
checker. We need ‘pragmas’ and driver code (see next slide).

12 2 Story of a language

n

2.4.2 Syntax checking

A grammar can be directly used for implementing a syntax checker so that
everyone could easily check conformance of samples (i.e., text) to the rules
of the textual syntax. By implementing such a checker, the Acme engineers
started a transition from internal style of DSL implementation to external
DSL style. That is, the FSML language would be supported by a designated
frontend, without encoding FSMs within an existing programming language.
We mention in passing that some competitors of Acme use graphical editors
for FSMs, as visual syntax was favored in these companies.

The Acme developer in charge chose the popular ANTLR4 tool [Par13] for
implementing the syntax checker. The grammar, which was shown above, can
be trivially completed into actual ANTLR input so that most of the code for
a syntax checker can be generated by ANTLR.

Illustration 2.12 (An ANTLR input for FSML).
ANTLR resource languages/FSML/Java/Fsml.g4

1 grammar Fsml;
2 @header {package org.softlang.fsml;}
3 fsm : state+ EOF ;
4 state : �initial�? �state� stateid �{� transition� �}� ;
5 transition : event (�/� action)? (�≠>� target=stateid)? �;� ;
6 stateid : NAME ;
7 event : NAME ;
8 action : NAME ;
9 NAME : (�a�..�z�|�A�..�Z�)+ ;

10 WS : [ \t\n\r]+ ≠> skip ;
n

The ANTLR input features the following details. The grammar is given
a name, Fsml (line 1); this name is used in names of generated Java classes.
A Java package name is specified for the generated Java classes (line 2). A
special grammar symbol for whitespace is declared (line 10). The remaining
lines 3–9 precisely correspond to the grammar, which was shown above.

The development steps for obtaining an (ANTLR-based) syntax checker
are briefly summarized by means of a recipe.

Recipe 2.3 (Development of a syntax checker).

1. Design the grammar or, in fact, the input for the parser generator.

4 http://www.antlr.org/

Package for 
generated code

Skip whitespace!
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2.3 External DSL 17

• The grammar is given a name: Fsml (line 1). This name is used in names of
generated Java classes such as FsmlParser and FsmlLexer.

• By means of a header pragma, a Java package name is specified: org.softlang.fsml
(line 2). The generated Java classes are put into this package.

• A special grammar symbol for whitespace is declared: WS (line 10); such whites-
pace is to be skipped in the input, as controlled by the skip action.

• Two of the nonterminals use uppercase identifiers: NAME and WS (lines 9–10).
This is a hint for ANTLR that these nonterminals model lexical syntax. That is,
the input text is first converted into a sequence NAME and WS tokens as well as
keywords or special tokens from the other rules, before parsing commences.

The development steps for obtaining an (ANTLR-based) syntax checker are
briefly summarized by means of a recipe.

Recipe 2.5 (Development of a syntax checker).

1. Design the grammar or, in fact, the input for the parser generator.
2. Use a parser generator to generate code for the syntax checker.
3. Develop driver code for applying the generated parser to input.
4. Compile all the code (assuming a compiled language).
5. Set up a test suite with positive and negative language examples.

n

Here is the driver code, as mentioned in the recipe above, so that syntax checking
can be applied to actual files. This boilerplate code is idiosyncratic to ANTLR.

Illustration 2.19 (Driver code for the generated syntax checker (parser)).

Java source code org/softlang/fsml/FsmlSyntaxChecker.java

public class FsmlSyntaxChecker {
public static void main(String[] args) throws IOException {

FsmlParser parser =
new FsmlParser(

new CommonTokenStream(
new FsmlLexer(

new ANTLRFileStream(args[0]))));
parser.fsm();
System.exit(parser.getNumberOfSyntaxErrors()�Integer.parseInt(args[1]));

}
}

n

This code entails the following steps:

• An ANTLRFileStream is constructed and applied to a filename; this is essentially
an input stream to process text in a file.

• An FsmlLexer is wrapped around the stream; this is a lexer (scanner) object as an
instance of the FsmlLexer class that was generated from the grammar.

Java code driving the syntax checker 
based on generated classes *Parser and *Lexer

We assume a command-line interface for 
running positive and negative test cases.

N.B.: This is boilerplate code.

• Token stream to parser 
• Lexer to token stream 
• Stream to lexer 
• Filename to stream
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Makefile  
for building and testing the syntax checker

14 2 Story of a language

To make things more concrete, a Makefile5 is included here for building
and running the syntax checker.

Illustration 2.15 (Makefile for the FSML syntax checker).
Makefile resource languages/FSML/Java/Makefile

1 cp = ≠cp .:../../../lib/Java/antlr≠4.5.3≠complete.jar
2 antlr = java ${cp} org.antlr.v4.Tool ≠o org/softlang/fsml
3 fsmlSyntaxChecker = java ${cp} org.softlang.fsml.FsmlSyntaxChecker
4

5 all:
6 make generate
7 make compile
8 make test
9

10 generate:
11 ${antlr} Fsml.g4
12

13 compile:
14 javac ${cp} org/softlang/fsml/�.java
15

16 test:
17 ${fsmlSyntaxChecker} ../sample.fsml 0
18 ${fsmlSyntaxChecker} ../tests/syntaxError.fsml 1

n

That is:

• Java’s classpath is adjusted to incorporate the ANTLR tool and runtime
(line 1).

• The invocation of the ANTLR tool for parser generation boils down to
running the main method of the Java class org.antlr.v4.Tool from the ANTLR
jar with some option (‘-o’) for the output directory (line 2 for command
line and line 11 for actual application).

• The invocation of the syntax checker for FSML boils down to running the
main method of the Java class org.softlang.fsml.FsmlSyntaxChecker (line 3 for
command line and lines 17–18 for the actual application). Each invocation
refers to an input file to be checker and the expected number of syntax
errors.

Language users can immediately use the syntax checker to test whether
given samples conform to the intended syntax. By performing syntax checking
at Acme, some level of quality assurance regarding the DSL for FSMs is
supported.

5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Makefile

N.B.: Automation (build management and 
testing) is crucial in DSL implementation to 
deal with experimentation and evolution.
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From checking to parsing

N.B.: 
• AST/CST = abstract/concrete syntax tree 
• CSTs are served by a parsing technology like ANTLR. 
• ASTs are modeled by language-specific object models.

Input 
text

AST

CSTParsing

Parsing

Abstraction

Token 
streams

Scanning Parsing
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An ANTLR listener for abstraction

7.3 Abstraction 25

Illustration 7.20 (A parse-tree listener for text-to-objects).
Java source code org/softlang/fsml/FsmlToObjects.java

public class FsmlToObjects extends FsmlBaseListener {
private Fsm fsm;
private State current;
public Fsm getFsm() { return fsm; }
@Override public void enterFsm(FsmlParser.FsmContext ctx) {

fsm = new Fsm();
}
@Override public void enterState(FsmlParser.StateContext ctx) {

current = new State();
current.setStateid(ctx.stateid().getText());
fsm.getStates().add(current);

}
@Override public void enterTransition(FsmlParser.TransitionContext ctx) {

Transition t = new Transition();
fsm.getTransitions().add(t);
t.setSource(current.getStateid());
t.setEvent(ctx.event().getText());
if (ctx.action() != null) t.setAction(ctx.action().getText());
t.setTarget(ctx.target != null ? ctx.target.getText() : current.getStateid());

}
}

n

Thus, the listener extends FsmlBaseListener and it overrides enterFsm, enterState,
and enterTransition—these are the events of entering parse-tree nodes rooted by
the rules for the nonterminals fsm, state, and transition. The methods construct
an FSM object which is stored in an attribute of the listener. We walk a
readily (fully) constructed CST, as we are allowed to access parse-tree parts
even upon entering a node.

Parse-tree walking can be combined with parsing as follows.

Illustration 7.21 (Application of text-to-object mapping).
Java source code org/softlang/fsml/tests/FsmlToObjectsTest.java

public Fsm textToObjects(String filename) throws IOException {
FsmlParser parser = new FsmlParser(

new CommonTokenStream(
new FsmlLexer(

new ANTLRFileStream(filename))));
ParseTree tree = parser.fsm();
assertEquals(0, parser.getNumberOfSyntaxErrors());
FsmlToObjects listener = new FsmlToObjects();
ParseTreeWalker walker = new ParseTreeWalker();
walker.walk(listener, tree);
return listener.getFsm();

}

N.B.:  
• There are ‘events’ for entering (and leaving) nonterminals. 
• The listener applies to the grammar for syntax checking. 

…
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Illustration 7.20 (A parse-tree listener for text-to-objects).
Java source code org/softlang/fsml/FsmlToObjects.java

public class FsmlToObjects extends FsmlBaseListener {
private Fsm fsm;
private State current;
public Fsm getFsm() { return fsm; }
@Override public void enterFsm(FsmlParser.FsmContext ctx) {

fsm = new Fsm();
}
@Override public void enterState(FsmlParser.StateContext ctx) {

current = new State();
current.setStateid(ctx.stateid().getText());
fsm.getStates().add(current);

}
@Override public void enterTransition(FsmlParser.TransitionContext ctx) {

Transition t = new Transition();
fsm.getTransitions().add(t);
t.setSource(current.getStateid());
t.setEvent(ctx.event().getText());
if (ctx.action() != null) t.setAction(ctx.action().getText());
t.setTarget(ctx.target != null ? ctx.target.getText() : current.getStateid());

}
}

n

Thus, the listener extends FsmlBaseListener and it overrides enterFsm, enterState,
and enterTransition—these are the events of entering parse-tree nodes rooted by
the rules for the nonterminals fsm, state, and transition. The methods construct
an FSM object which is stored in an attribute of the listener. We walk a
readily (fully) constructed CST, as we are allowed to access parse-tree parts
even upon entering a node.

Parse-tree walking can be combined with parsing as follows.

Illustration 7.21 (Application of text-to-object mapping).
Java source code org/softlang/fsml/tests/FsmlToObjectsTest.java

public Fsm textToObjects(String filename) throws IOException {
FsmlParser parser = new FsmlParser(

new CommonTokenStream(
new FsmlLexer(

new ANTLRFileStream(filename))));
ParseTree tree = parser.fsm();
assertEquals(0, parser.getNumberOfSyntaxErrors());
FsmlToObjects listener = new FsmlToObjects();
ParseTreeWalker walker = new ParseTreeWalker();
walker.walk(listener, tree);
return listener.getFsm();

}
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Java code driving the parser

N.B.: This is boilerplate code.

7.3 Abstraction 25

Illustration 7.20 (A parse-tree listener for text-to-objects).
Java source code org/softlang/fsml/FsmlToObjects.java

public class FsmlToObjects extends FsmlBaseListener {
private Fsm fsm;
private State current;
public Fsm getFsm() { return fsm; }
@Override public void enterFsm(FsmlParser.FsmContext ctx) {

fsm = new Fsm();
}
@Override public void enterState(FsmlParser.StateContext ctx) {

current = new State();
current.setStateid(ctx.stateid().getText());
fsm.getStates().add(current);

}
@Override public void enterTransition(FsmlParser.TransitionContext ctx) {

Transition t = new Transition();
fsm.getTransitions().add(t);
t.setSource(current.getStateid());
t.setEvent(ctx.event().getText());
if (ctx.action() != null) t.setAction(ctx.action().getText());
t.setTarget(ctx.target != null ? ctx.target.getText() : current.getStateid());

}
}

n

Thus, the listener extends FsmlBaseListener and it overrides enterFsm, enterState,
and enterTransition—these are the events of entering parse-tree nodes rooted by
the rules for the nonterminals fsm, state, and transition. The methods construct
an FSM object which is stored in an attribute of the listener. We walk a
readily (fully) constructed CST, as we are allowed to access parse-tree parts
even upon entering a node.

Parse-tree walking can be combined with parsing as follows.

Illustration 7.21 (Application of text-to-object mapping).
Java source code org/softlang/fsml/tests/FsmlToObjectsTest.java

public Fsm textToObjects(String filename) throws IOException {
FsmlParser parser = new FsmlParser(

new CommonTokenStream(
new FsmlLexer(

new ANTLRFileStream(filename))));
ParseTree tree = parser.fsm();
assertEquals(0, parser.getNumberOfSyntaxErrors());
FsmlToObjects listener = new FsmlToObjects();
ParseTreeWalker walker = new ParseTreeWalker();
walker.walk(listener, tree);
return listener.getFsm();

}
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• Syntax: 

• Object model for abstract syntax 

• Parser based on grammar for concrete (textual) syntax

• (Dynamic) semantics: 

• Interpreter operating on abstract syntax (object model) 

• Well-formedness/typedness (aka static semantics): 

• Checker operating on abstract syntax (object model)

‘Minimum’ DSL implementation

N.B.: Everything not in bold face can be implemented in the same 
way as in a DSL implementation in internal style. (Clearly, we only 

consider here a particular approach to DSL implementation.)
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Online resources

YAS’ GitHub repository contains all code. 
YAS (Yet Another SLR (Software Language Repository)) 

http://www.softlang.org/yas 
See here specifically:  

https://github.com/softlang/yas/tree/master/languages/FSML/Java

The Software Languages Book 
http://www.softlang.org/book 

The topic is covered in Chapter 2.


